
BRKÖUT

A Series of Failures

Or: Three Steps to Destroying Your Game



Down to Brass Tacks
Steam Sales - 1 Month

77 Units Total



Early Access

 All time sales through Itch.io: 39

Physical code sales at conventions: 14

Total: 53 sales facilitated by Itch.io



GameJolt sales

1
-Front page featured
-GameJolt tweet with GIF and full store presence
-Sale-assisted marketing



The Grand Total:
Steam: 77

+Itch.io online: 39

+Physical codes: 14

+GameJolt: 1 = 131



Why so low? Didn’t you market?

YES



Facebook advertising



Twitter advertising
Both campaigns were cancelled due to lack of funds/ineffectiveness.



OK, we get it, you lost money. 
Selling a game is hard. 

But it could be harder.



What is BRKÖUT?
A story driven arcade experience aimed at players who are familiar with antique 
computing and the history of the microprocessor who are interested in alt-history 

and science fiction as well as nostalgia or perhaps are looking to learn about 
computers or are currently studying them and want an alternate view that leans 

heavily toward myth than reality and provides an effective foil to the actual state of 
computing and AI and the future that was imagined by the forefathers of processor 

architecture *pause for breath* while also providing gameplay blending modern 
systems with old-school sensibilities that will attract older players to the game who 
will recognize elements of the story from their own experiences with Commodore, 
Atari, or DOS systems that were popular in the mid-80’s and early 90’s and may 
also be familiar with the “little men in the computer” myth that children were often 

subject to in order to learn how computers worked that will assist them in 
understanding the plot that is otherwise rather difficult to decipher without 

extensive knowledge of the subjects discussed within the extended material.



#1
NEVER LEARN HOW TO 
DESCRIBE YOUR GAME

(EFFECTIVELY)
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#2
TRY TO BE CLEVER

(YOU WON’T BE)





















#3
MAKE ASSUMPTIONS
(EVEN LITTLE ONES)



ASSUMPTIONS I MADE:

“This feature is pretty basic, there is probably example code I can use to write it.”

“If I build it, they will come.”

“Game X is similar to my game and it has feature Y, so it will go well in my game.”

“I will have internet access and uninterrupted time.”

“I’ll get to that eventually.”

“If I send a bunch of emails, I’m sure to get at least one back!”

“I can write the story on the fly, it’s all already in my head anyways.”



“I must not assume. Assumption is the mind-killer. Assumption is the 

little-death that brings total obliteration. I will face my assumptions. I 

will permit it to pass over me and through me. And when it has gone 

past I will turn the inner eye to see its path. Where the assumption has 

gone there will be nothing. Only I will remain.”

-Frank Herbert, probably



CONGRATULATIONS
YOU LOSE





The year 2000









http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sFBtJTW_hL8


?











http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bmz67ErIRa4


2015







Ball comes down

Destroy paddle block

Ball continues

Blocks fall to 
be collected

start
Simple 
gameplay 
loop







Year 1



The World of BRKÖUT
● Computers are made of people.

● The people in the computers are mad about it.

● Also the Nazis did it.

● The internet is super dangerous 
because of this.



Characters:



Gameplay decisions
● Game should feel like exploring an old filesystem

● “Breadcrumbs”

● Earn trust through obedience.

● Make a decision at the end based on your opinion of the situation.



Venture:
-Meant to help provide settings for diary entries.
-Little to no gameplay value, should be just a series of 
rooms
-Fun hidden stuff was the name of the game

Walking:
-Introduce player to the plight of the old man
-Try to explain what the old man had to do with the 
computer
-Provide a sense of melancholy and open the gates 
to further mysteries



Year 2



Finally.



Things I haven’t mentioned:

My brother Simon was a huge help for this game, 
providing music and art for a cut of the sales.

I was literally living in my mother’s basement.

I slacked off a lot.



Final lessons:
1. Don’t be afraid to fail.

2. Be generous with yourself.

3. You are only competing with time.

4. If you’re not having fun, figure out why.



Thank you!

@StupidMassive


